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Abstract—Spectral unmixing has been a popular technique for
analyzing remotely sensed hyperspectral images. The goal of un-
mixing is to find a collection of pure spectral constituents (called
endmembers) that can explain each (possibly mixed) pixel of the
scene as a combination of endmembers, weighted by their coverage
fractions in the pixel or abundances. Over the last years, many
algorithms have been presented to address the three main parts
of the spectral unmixing chain: 1) estimation of the number of
endmembers; 2) identification of the endmember signatures; and
3) estimation of the per-pixel fractional abundances. However, to
date, there is no standardized tool that integrates these algorithms
in a unified framework. In this letter, we present HyperMix, an
open-source tool for spectral unmixing that integrates different
approaches for spectral unmixing and allows building unmixing
chains in graphical fashion, so that the end-user can define one
or several spectral unmixing chains in fully configurable mode.
HyperMix provides efficient implementations of most of the algo-
rithms used for spectral unmixing, so that the tool automatically
recognizes if the computer has a graphics processing unit (GPU)
available and optimizes the execution of these algorithms in the
GPU. This allows for the execution of spectral unmixing chains
on large hyperspectral scenes in computationally efficient fash-
ion. The tool is available online from http://hypercomphypermix.
blogspot.com.es and has been validated with real hyperspectral
scenes, providing state-of-the-art unmixing results.

Index Terms—Graphics processing units (GPUs), HyperMix,
hyperspectral imaging, open-source, spectral unmixing.

I. INTRODUCTION

HYPERSPECTRAL remote sensing is based on the ca-
pability of imaging spectrometers to collect reflectance

data, along different wavelength bands, for the same area on
the surface of the Earth. For instance, the NASA Jet Propulsion
Laboratory’s Airborne Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer
(AVIRIS) covers the wavelength range from 0.4 to 2.5 μm (vis-
ible and near-infrared spectrum) using 224 spectral channels
[1]. A hyperspectral data set can be therefore seen as a cube
in which each pixel is given by the spectral signature of the
underlying materials in that area of the image.
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One of the main issues in hyperspectral analysis is the mixed
pixel problem [2], which depends on the spatial resolution of
the data and also on the characteristics of the area which is
being imaged. To address this problem, spectral unmixing finds
a collection of pure spectral constituents (called endmembers)
that can explain each (possibly mixed) pixel of the scene as
a combination of endmembers, weighted by their coverage
fractions in the pixel or abundances [3].

Over the last years, many algorithms have been presented
to address the three main parts of the spectral unmixing chain:
1) estimation of the number of endmembers; 2) identification
of the endmember signatures; and 3) estimation of the per-
pixel fractional abundances [2]. Two major techniques have
been used for spectral unmixing purposes: the linear mixture
model, which assumes that the materials are combined linearly,
and the nonlinear mixture model, which assumes that there are
nonlinear interactions between the endmember substances [4].
The linear model is generally considered more computationally
tractable, but in both cases, the complexity and high dimen-
sionality of the hyperspectral scenes bring computational chal-
lenges that make spectral unmixing techniques appealing for
implementation in high-performance computing systems [5],
[6]. For instance, graphics processing units (GPUs) have been
widely used to accelerate hyperspectral imaging algorithms [7],
[8]. GPUs are a low-weight and low-cost hardware platform
in which it is possible to accelerate operations and methods in
order to easily obtain better computational performance. The
number of processor cores depends of the architecture and the
model of the GPU. The possibilities of these units go beyond
their price and offer an unprecedented potential to accelerate
hyperspectral imaging problems.

Despite the popularity of hyperspectral unmixing techniques
and their high computational demands, to date, there is no
standardized tool that allows for the computationally efficient
execution of spectral unmixing chains in a unified, graphical,
and fully configurable framework. In this letter, we describe
HyperMix, an open-source tool for spectral unmixing which in-
tegrates different approaches for spectral unmixing and allows
building unmixing chains in graphical and fully configurable
fashion, allowing an end-user to intuitively define the charac-
teristics of spectral unmixing chains for hyperspectral analysis
applications. In previous developments [9], the tool included
several unmixing algorithms covering the different parts of the
unmixing chain. A main innovation presented in this letter is
the capability of the tool to define unmixing chains in graphical
fashion and to automatically recognize if the computer has a
GPU available, in which case the execution of the algorithm is
optimized for the available GPU device.
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Fig. 1. Flowchart diagram canvas in HyperMix, illustrating the construction of several full spectral unmixing chains for a hyperspectral image collected by
AVIRIS over the Cuprite mining district, Nevada.

II. HYPERMIX TOOL

The HyperMix tool was developed following the open-
source philosophy for Linux and Windows platforms. The tool
is designed to be easy to use; hence, it is also suitable for
educational purposes. Originally, the tool was mainly intended
to visualize algorithm outcomes and to offer an easy way to
integrate spectral unmixing methods. However, the interface of
the tool has been completely rebuilt, and the tool now includes
the capability to compose spectral unmixing chains and inte-
grate new spectral unmixing algorithms in a straightforward
manner. This is accomplished by means of a flowchart diagram
canvas (see Fig. 1) developed in order to allow the end-user
to configure a desired unmixing chain in a flexible manner.
In other words, the user can create a complete hyperspectral
unmixing chain (or several ones at the same time), and the
outcomes of each individual stage can be used as inputs to
the subsequent stages. Each method (or hyperspectral image)
is considered as an object or component that the user can
manage independently. Related to this dynamic construction of
chains is the visualization of the results provided by them. The
tool also allows us to load/store/visualize hyperspectral images
and endmember/abundance results using different views, as
illustrated in Fig. 2.

HyperMix has been designed as an open-source application
for hyperspectral data processing and evaluation. For this pur-
pose, among other possibilities considered, we developed the
tool using the cross-platform application framework Qt,1 which
uses the standard C++ programming language with extensions
that simplify the handling of events required to implement
an easy and powerful tool. Moreover, the Qt library can be
used by other programming languages via binding languages.
This makes it possible to expand HyperMix functionalities by
including advanced database management or network support.

1http://qt-project.org/

Presently, HyperMix is able to manage the great memory re-
quirements imposed by high-dimensional hyperspectral images
using external binary files in band sequential (BSQ) format,
which can be read by the main program, and also managing
independent external binary files which implement the different
unmixing methods (treated as components). It should be noted
that the amount of memory needed to store the images through
different data types is limited by the operating system (OS)
where the tool is running. While Linux generally has no limits,
Windows OS has different limitations depending which version
is used. In this regard, our tool has been designed to handle the
processing algorithms as external operators that communicate
with the main tool through binary files, so that the memory
management for each of them depends directly on how the tool
is implemented. The main program calls these external opera-
tors in a proper order, as indicated by the workflow defined in
the diagram canvas. The external binaries can be implemented
in different programming languages. This has the advantage
that we can easily incorporate new processing algorithms that
can be executed as independent processes. In the current version
of the tool, we use the C++ programming language for the
serial implementations and the NVidia Compute Unified Device
Architecture (CUDA)2 for the GPU versions, leaving open the
possibility to include methods developed in other languages,
such as OpenCL,3 or different specific libraries such as the
basic linear algebra subprograms (BLAS).4 This design strategy
provides great flexibility about machine requirements, as well
as opportunities to create a community of users able to share
and exchange different methods.

The spectral unmixing methods currently included in the
tool are the following ones. For the identification of the num-
ber of endmembers, the virtual dimensionality (VD) [10] and

2https://developer.nvidia.com/cuda-zone
3https://www.khronos.org/opencl
4http://www.netlib.org/blas
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Fig. 2. Visualization of endmembers and abundances, extracted using HyperMix from the AVIRIS Cuprite hyperspectral image.

TABLE I
HYPERSPECTRAL UNMIXING METHODS CURRENTLY INCLUDED IN

HYPERMIX (THE GPU IMPLEMENTATIONS OF THESE

METHODS HAVE BEEN DESCRIBED IN [20]–[22])

the hyperspectral subspace identification with minimum error
(HySime) [11] are available. The tool also includes meth-
ods for dimensionality reduction and preprocessing, such as
the principal component analysis (PCA) [12] and spatial pre-
processing (SPP) [13]. For endmember extraction purposes,
the tool includes methods such as the orthogonal subspace
projection (OSP) [14], NFINDR [15], iterative error analysis
(IEA) [16], and vertex component analysis (VCA) [17]. Finally,
for the abundance estimation step, the tool includes the least
squares unmixing (LSU) method, the sum-to-one constrained
LSU (SCLSU), the nonnegativity constrained LSU (NCLSU),
the fully constrained LSU (FCLSU) [18], and the image space
reconstruction algorithm (ISRA) [19]. Table I summarizes the
currently available algorithms in HyperMix, including the serial
and GPU versions.

A main feature of the tool is the possibility to run the
aforementioned algorithms in parallel in an NVidia GPU if
the machine in which the tool is installed has one available,
thus allowing us to significantly reduce the computational com-
plexity of the algorithms. The tool automatically recognizes
if the system has a GPU available or not. The configuration

parameters for each implemented method are made in the
codification itself, i.e., we automatically allocate the number of
resources (e.g., compute threads, grids, etc.) based on the char-
acteristics of the hardware platform recognized. The techniques
currently included in the tool have been tested under CUDA
6.X compatibility. The recognition of the machine capability
to run GPU operators is automatically obtained during the
installation of the tool, so if there is no such possibility (i.e., the
system has no GPU), only the serial versions will be installed.
The GPU implementations of these algorithms have been ex-
tensively described in [20]–[22]. Another important advantage
of HyperMix is that it is very easy to include new methods
to the current set of operators. In other words, any user can
produce his/her own algorithms (using different programming
languages) and include them in the tool as binary files, thus
simplifying the procedure to create new content and updates
and allowing other users to share new developments. A blog
has also been created in the tool Website to foster interactions
between HyperMix users.

Other important features included in HyperMix are those
oriented to evaluate the accuracy of the results provided by the
considered spectral unmixing chains. For this purpose, the tool
incorporates the root-mean-square error (rmse) and the normal-
ized rmse (NRMSE) [23], both frequently used in order to eval-
uate the quality of the extracted endmembers/abundances by
comparing the original hyperspectral image and a reconstructed
version using the estimated endmembers and abundances. The
tool also allows using the spectral angle distance (SAD) [23]
to compare the spectral signatures of the extracted endmembers
with regard to reference signatures, possibly available a priori
in a spectral library.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Our experiments to evaluate the tool are intended to analyze
every step of a hyperspectral unmixing chain and also to test the
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TABLE II
MEAN EXECUTION TIMES (IN SECONDS) FOR THE SERIAL AND GPU IMPLEMENTATIONS OF THE DIFFERENT PARTS OF THE CONSIDERED SPECTRAL

UNMIXING CHAIN AFTER TEN MONTE CARLO RUNS. THE SPEEDUPS FOR EACH PART OF THE CHAIN ARE REPORTED IN THE PARENTHESES

TABLE III
SPECTRAL SIMILARITY SCORES OBTAINED USING TWO MATCHING ALGORITHMS AVAILABLE IN HYPERMIX BASED ON THE SAD DISTANCE

(IN DEGREES). THE COMPARISON IS CONDUCTED BETWEEN THE ENDMEMBERS EXTRACTED BY A FULL SPECTRAL UNMIXING CHAIN WITH

REGARD TO SEVERAL USGS LIBRARY SIGNATURES FOR FIVE HIGHLY REPRESENTATIVE MINERALS IN THE CUPRITE MINING DISTRICT

different options that the tool offers. For that purpose, in this
letter, we use two hyperspectral scenes (a database of synthetic
scenes [24] is also included with the tool distribution). The first
one is the well-known AVIRIS Cuprite data set, available online
in reflectance units5 after atmospheric correction. This scene
has been widely used to evaluate the performance of hyper-
spectral unmixing algorithms. The scene contains 224 spectral
bands in the range of 0.4 to 2.5 μm with 350 × 350 pixels
and spatial resolution of 20 m per pixel. Several bands were
removed due to water absorption and low SNR in those bands,
leaving 188 reflectance channels. Fig. 2 shows an example of
how the image is processed using HyperMix. The Cuprite site
has several exposed minerals included in the USGS spectral
library,6 and we use several representative mineral signatures
to evaluate the quality of the extracted endmembers. The other
scene used in experiments was collected by AVIRIS over the
World Trade Center (WTC) area in New York City. This image
was obtained after the terrorist attacks in 2001. The data set
consists of 614 × 512 pixels and 224 spectral bands, with a
spatial resolution of 1.7 m per pixel. The image is available
in radiance units and is generally regarded as a benchmark
for evaluating parallel implementations of hyperspectral image
processing algorithms.

To illustrate the HyperMix tool, we constructed a full spectral
unmixing chain (using the canvas feature) and evaluated its per-
formance using the serial and GPU implementations available
in the tool. For the considered chain, we used VD for identify-
ing the number of endmembers, SPP for spatial preprocessing,
VCA for endmember extraction, and LSU for abundance esti-
mation. The parameters were set empirically as follows: for the
VD, we used a false alarm probability PF = 10−3 [10], and
for the SPP, we used a spatial window size of ws = 7 [13].
The remaining blocks of the spectral unmixing chain did not
require any input parameters. The experiments were conducted
using two different GPUs: one for desktop machines (NVidia
GeForce GTX580 with 512 cores and 1536 MB GDDR5) and
another one for laptop devices (NVidia GeForce GT740M with
384 cores and up to 2 GB GDDR3). The computational times

5http://aviris.jpl.nasa.gov/html/aviris.freedata.html
6http://speclab.cr.usgs.gov

measured in the GPUs were compared against those obtained in
an Intel Core i7 CPU 920 @ 2.67 GHz × 8 with 6 GB of mem-
ory. The accuracy of the obtained results was measured using
SAD for the AVIRIS Cuprite scene (using the USGS spectral
library of reference mineral signatures) and the NRMSE for
the two considered scenes, using this metric as an indicator of
how accurately the reconstructed version each image (obtained
after applying the linear mixture model) approximates the
original one.

At this point, it is important to note that all of the results
reported were obtained after conducting ten Monte Carlo runs
of the same chain for each image, using independent methods
implemented in serial and parallel. As shown in Table II,
the performance obtained for the whole chain for the NVidia
GTX580 is quite remarkable, obtaining a total speedup of
14.820× for the Cuprite scene and 19.142× for the WTC scene.
For instance, this allowed us to unmix the WTC scene in just
5.931 s in the GTX580 (as opposed to 113.514 s in the CPU).
Although the speedups reported for the Cuprite scene are lower,
this is related to the smaller size of the image (which can be
unmixed in just 1.662 s in the GTX580). The speedups achieved
by each part of the chain vary, but for instance, remarkable
speedups were obtained for the VD (32.96× when processing
the WTC scene in the GTX580) and the SPP (50.33× speedup
in the GTX580). The results obtained in the GT740M are also
quite remarkable given the fact that this GPU is available for
laptop computers. Overall, we can conclude from Table II that
the GPU feature in HyperMix allows significantly improved
computational performance.

To evaluate the accuracy of the extracted endmembers from
the Cuprite image, we have used the HyperMix tool to obtain
the SAD scores between the endmembers extracted by the
previously considered unmixing chain and some reference min-
eral signatures contained in the USGS spectral library (specifi-
cally, we have considered the minerals: alunite, buddingtonite,
calcite, kaolinite, and muscovite which appear prominently
in the Cuprite mining district). Two matching algorithms are
used to compare the set of extracted endmembers with regard
to the reference USGS signatures. The first one (minimum
SAD) establishes the minimum SAD between the reference
signatures and the endmembers by comparing them one by one
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without checking if a different ordering of the endmembers or
the reference signatures when performing the matching would
improve the results. The second method (average SAD) per-
forms the matching after a number of executions of the min-
imum SAD algorithm by randomly sorting the endmembers
and the reference signatures, thus making sure that a more
optimal matching is achieved. Table III shows the SAD scores
(in degrees) obtained by the HyperMix tool after comparing the
extracted endmembers with the reference USGS signatures. As
shown by Table III, the extracted endmembers are very similar,
spectrally, with regard to the reference USGS signatures. An
evaluation of the NRMSE scores obtained using the HyperMix
tool after comparing the reconstructed versions of the two
considered hyperspectral scenes also reveals high similarity
scores, with values of 0.0185 for the Cuprite scene and 0.0058
for the WTC scene using the considered unmixing chain.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE LINES

In this letter, we have presented an open-source tool called
HyperMix which contains a variety of algorithms (iterative and
parallel) for spectral unmixing of remotely sensed hyperspectral
data sets. The tool offers an easy way to manage these algo-
rithms and build spectral unmixing chains, along with compre-
hensive options to display and validate the obtained unmixing
results. The developed open-source tool and quantitative com-
parison of unmixing algorithms is expected to be of great
interest to both algorithm developers and end-users of spectral
unmixing techniques, as this is the first tool of its kind in
the area of spectral unmixing. In addition to the inclusion of
additional techniques for spectral unmixing (which is very easy
to manage in the current version), our future lines of research
will be focused toward offering remote access to a repository of
hyperspectral scenes [24] through HyperMix and extending the
capability of HyperMix to include other kinds of techniques for
hyperspectral image processing. We will maintain and expand
the tool with additional versions compatible with new GPU
families.
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